Cities: Skylines model of Brussels - 09/03/2020
This model is primarily a test to see how OpenStreetMap data can be imported into
Cities:Skylines. This is the third model, after the first two attempts (including ALL roads,
highways and railway networks in Brussels) exceeded the in-game network limit.
The model of Espace Vanderborght, imported into the game - including the colored 'Play panels
and slide.

The map of Brussels as it looks right now. Only the main roads are in place; no local
roads/pedestrian streets. Terrain elevation differences also still have to be added. I propose that
a detailed section around Espace Vanderborght can be situated within a loosely recreated
Brussels context. For this, roads can be "zoned" in the game with residential, commercial or
industrial use, after which buildings will start appearing correspondingly.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels - 10/03/2020 (with more in-depth explanation)
Starting over with a new model to recreate the terrain of Brussels. The first step is to import a
height map for the terrain. This is taken from terrain.party: https://terrain.party/. For Brussels, I
am using the SRTM3 v4.1 dataset, which delivered the most usable terrain map of the Earth
with a 90meter-resolution. Imported into the game, it looks like this:

The next step is to import a basic road layout. This is done using OpenStreetMap data. This
method of importing roads isn’t perfect and results in some glitches that will need to be fixed, so
only main arterial roads and highways will be imported. Importing was done in three stages, with
an increasing level of detail closer to the city center. Some local and residential streets will be
added manually later.

The next step is to overlay a map of Brussels onto the game, to trace roads by hand. For a
while I tried to use a black-and-white, road-only map on the right - but the only sources I could
find used a different projection than OpenStreetMap, which was used to import the base road
data. So, I ended up using an OpenStreetMap export (on the right), which isn’t as high quality,
but uses the exact same projection and coordinates as the base map.

After importing the map overlay, it looks like this:

Now, with most of the roads in and around the city center in place, it looks like this:

With the Vanderborght in place, here’s an idea of what the street level looks lik (it’s an
approximation and a work in progress still, of course. It may not look like much, but most of the
annoying/difficult work - copying the street layout and terrain - is done, at least.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels - 11/03/2020
Cities: Skyline has a “district” function that allows users to select and name districts, while
selecting certain types of buildings that will be allowed within these districts. I made some of the
classic neighborhoods of the city center and assigned building themes accordingly.

Then, I placed down some buildings manually and let the game generate residential,
commercial and office buildings. At the end of the day, the city looks like this - with a large
amount of the city blocks in the pentagon filled in. Unfortunately, the game doesn’t support
mixed zoning, so most buildings are residential, with some commercial along the main axis and
districts of retail and horeca.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels - 11/03/2020
Additional trees and buildings added.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels - 12/03/2020
After speaking to Reddit user ‘Hexagön’ (who has made some Brussels-style maps and assets),
I updated the list of mods and assets for the map. After a small update, here’s an impression:

Hexagön recommended some lower-resolution, but typical Belgian-style assets made by Steam
user axel.kiebooms - here they are in action.

And a final overview before the weekend (lighting continues to change as I adjust it…)

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels - 25/03/2020
For a week now, I’ve chipped away at the road layout of Brussels. I find it important to first
recreate the city in its entirety with a lower level of detail, to make sure that the game can
handle it. Only if this works can certain areas be filled in with more detail. Before the zoning
(and thus, creation of buildings) comes, I want to lay out the entire Brussels Capital Region
street plan. The progress at this point is that a little over half the street layout is filled in:

Now, Uccle, Ixelles and Etterbeek are mostly finished. In the bottom right, see the VUB/ULB
campus, and the top of Bois de la Cambre in the bottom.

The area around Parc Cinquantenaire has been mostly finished too:

...But still most of the work west of the Canal has to be done. Once most roads are in place, I
will add basic buildings - mostly as a test to see if the game will handle it - and afterwards move
to making the Pentagon look as realistic as possible, especially around Vanderborght, and try to
provide some examples of how the game can be used to create alternative scenarios very
easily (once everything is in place).

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels: 9/4/2020
Repeatedly now, I’ve ran into the node limit of the game. “Nodes” are any junctions of network
items such as roads, railways and fences. The exact number is unknown, but it’s well known as
a final nail in the coffin for any city project. After some point, no more roads can be built, and
I’ve hit this point multiple times now. This can be combated by removing “inefficient” roads, e.g.
roads that use a lot of nodes to make curves, and making them less node-heavy. Still, it’s clear
that recreating every road in the Brussels Capital Region at an exact level of detail is beyond
the scope of the game.
It’s technically possible to continue building past the limit, but some bugs appear. For example,
this picture showcases that ‘zoning’ (the squares next to roads that allow buildings to be placed
and allow residential, commercial or industrial zones to be created) becomes impossible. The
roads past the road limit do not have these grids anymore, so no building can be built along
them.

This aside, I managed to expand the roadwork into Watermael, Auderghem, Woluwe, etc, as
well as Schaerbeek and Evere.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels: 15/4/2020
Much of the work this week has consisted of re-doing existing roads to use fewer nodes. In
summary, this takes three different steps:
1) Removing and rebuilding the roads automatically created using OSM data
The OpenStreetMap data created roads with many nodes, especially in complicated
junctions. A lot of nodes were saved by simplifying these roads by hand. Cambre-etoile
for instance shows how much junctions have had to be simplified. What in reality are
complex junctions with turning lanes, are just simple crossings now. But if every junction
in the city were recreated exactly, it’d exceed the game’s capabilities.

2) Replacing complex roads with simpler alternatives
Where before I sometimes used multiple simple roads to create avenues with medians, I
had to replace most of these with in-game avenue road pieces. This saves on nodes, but
allows for less customization - all the avenues are the same size. See the examples of
Montgomery and Churchill. In reality, the spacing between roads especially at Churchill
is wider.

3) Limiting the scale of the map
My original plan was to create the entirety of the Brussels Capital Region - but this would
not be doable at a somewhat detailed level. The map will thus be slightly smaller - in the
south-east, no further than the Sonian Forest and along the Boulevard du Souverain.

With the nodes I gained, I added the north-east part of Brussels (until the border of the
Boulevard de la Woluwe):

...And as you may have noticed by now, some trees as well.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels: 23/4/2020
With most of the complex roads simplified and the node amount under control, I’ve spent some
time now patching up holes in the city layout, fixing tram rails and finishing up the Canal zone
with quay pieces. Especially Molenbeek, which I left unfinished until now, is more detailed now:

With this in place, the Canal looks a lot more like its real-life counterpart:

..And overall, (re)laying down more roads in the south-west of the city. The ideal goal would be
to extend the recreation to the E19, but I’m not sure yet if this will be possible within the node
limit.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels: 29/4/2020
A lot has happened in the model. Most neighborhoods surrounding the Pentagon have been
filled in with buildings. In addition, the canal walls have been extended. The entire built area
can’t even be viewed with the game zoomed out to the maximum extent:

More parts of Molenbeek and Anderlecht are now in place in the east:

As well as Schaerbeek in the the west:

-

For now, my next plan is to finish everything within the 2nd ring - and start detailing.

Cities: Skylines model of Brussels: 30/4/2020
With Schaerbeek and more of Anderlecht filled in, most of Brussels within the second ring is
done. Over the upcoming weeks, the plan is first to fill in the entire second ring an add additional
detailing to key areas like the Vanderborght area, Gare Centrale, Grand Place and the
European Quarter.

